Efficient concomitant and remanence field artifact reduction in ultra-low-field MRI using a frequency-space formulation.
For ultra-low-field MRI, the spatial-encoding magnetic fields generated by gradient coils can have strong concomitant fields leading to prominent image distortion. Additionally, using superconducting magnet to pre-polarize magnetization can improve the signal-to-noise ratio of ultra-low-field MRI. Yet the spatially inhomogeneous remanence field due to the permanently trapped flux inside a superconducting pre-polarizing coil modulates magnetization and causes further image distortion. We propose a two-stage frequency-space (f-x) formulation to accurately describe the dynamics of spatially-encoded magnetization under the influence of concomitant and remanence fields, which allows for correcting image distortion due to concomitant and remanence fields. Our method is computationally efficient as it uses a combination of the fast Fourier transform algorithm and a linear equation solver. With sufficiently dense discretization in solving the linear equation, the performance of this f-x method was found to be stable among different choices of the regularization parameter and the regularization matrix. We present this method together with numerical simulations and experimental data to demonstrate how concomitant and remanence field artifacts in ultra-low-field MRI can be corrected efficiently.